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APPENDIX 1

RECENT PUBLICATIONS IN SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS

C. H. ALLEN,
Department of Politics, University of Edinburgh

The lists below cover material omitted from the list in the first Yearbook, and material published since then, in the period 1.5.76 to 31.5.77. While coverage is less incomplete than in the previous list, there are bound to be unintended gaps and it would be very helpful if readers would notify me of missing items, which can be included in next year's listings.

As before, the items are divided into two lists, the first covering books, pamphlets, long articles, memoranda and sets of newspaper features; and the second covering short articles and newspaper features. There is a break in the numbering, with the second part beginning at 500, to allow for easier identification of longer pieces in the Index at the end of the lists.

Certain periodicals have been abbreviated, thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Periodical Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>Daily Telegraph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>Evening News (Edinburgh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Guardian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH</td>
<td>Glasgow Herald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orc.</td>
<td>The Orcadian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Scotsman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scot. DE</td>
<td>Scottish Daily Express</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shet. T.</td>
<td>Shetland Times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Scots Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>Sunday Times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TESS</td>
<td>Times Educational Supplement (Scotland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THES</td>
<td>Times Higher Educational Supplement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHFP</td>
<td>West Highland Free Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS</td>
<td>Weekend Scotsman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PART 1: BOOKS, PAMPHLETS AND LONGER ARTICLES


6 All-party Parliamentary Group for Representative Assemblies in Scotland & Wales, Brief on the amendment to the Scotland and Wales Bill calling for proportional representation by the additional member system. London, 1977, 2pp.
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100 Communist party of Great Britain (Scottish Committee), 1976 Scottish Congress: Discussion statement. Glasgow, 1976, 8 leaves.
103 Community Development Project, Whatever happened to council housing? London, 1976 (includes material on Ferguslie Park, Paisley).
110b "The potential of community politics", *Scottish Journal of Youth and Community Work*, 4,3 (1977), 4-12.


114 Delamont, S., "Cultural reproduction and Scottish elites", *Scottish Journal of Sociology*, 1,1 (1976), 29-44.


Grimond, J. (MP), A roar for the lion.
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McQueen, I., *Community newspapers*. Edinburgh: Scottish Health Education Unit, 1976.


“‘The Radical Approach’”, *Q* 10 (1976), 8-11.


307 Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (Scottish Branch), Devolution to Scotland and Wales. Edinburgh, 1976, 4pp.
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372 Scottish National Party (Perth & East Perthshire C.A.), Pep Talk. Perth, 1976-
376 Scottish Socialist League, Scottish Socialist. Edinburgh, No. 5, 1977
381 ... statistical statement and list of delegates. Glasgow, 1977, 325pp.
386 Statement on devolution. Lerwick, 1976 (see also Shetland Times, 20.11.1976, pp. 1 and 12).
400 Social Science Research Council, North Sea oil Panel. Bulletin. Glasgow, No. 1, 1976-
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169
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420 Thompson, W., "Scottish devolution", Marxism Today, 21, 4 (1977), 100-5.
428 Register of research into Scottish government. Edinburgh University, USGS, 1976, 18 leaves.
429 University of Aberdeen, Centre for Scottish Studies, List of research interests of members of staff in the University of Aberdeen. Aberdeen, 1975, 24pp.

438 Williamson, N., "Scotland's responsibility in international aid and co-operation.

PART II: SHORT ITEMS

500 Anon. Opinion polls: GH, 14.6.76, 1; 12.7.76, 1 (voting intentions); 11-1210.76 (religion and politics); 18-19.10.76 (referendum; independence); 20.12.76; 12.7.76 (voting intentions); 8.3.77 and 10.3.77 (referendum, voting intentions); 12.4.77 (voting intentions); Scotsman, 26-28.10.76 (devolution, referendum etc.); 10.2.77 (voting intentions, independence); 28.3.77 (devolution); Daily Record, 29.11.76 (independence, voting intentions, etc.; see also 15.11.76 and 26.11.76); 23.3.77.
501 "1976 a hectic year of prosperity". Shet. T., 7.1.76, 4-5, 10-12, 14.
502 "A boom year for Orkney — almost all the way", Orc., 13.1.77, 8.
504 "Althing forum on devolution"., 18.2.77, 11.
506 "Cuts begin to bite", Ibid., 4-6.
507 "Foot's bad bill", Economist, 12.2.77, 13-4.
508 Isles Council reject Devolution White Paper", Orc., 1.1.76, 1, 3 (see also 30.9.76, 1, 5).
509 "It's best foot forward towards an Assembly", S, 26.5.76, 13.
“Lab needs Lib, which needs devolution, which needs Tories”, *Economist*, 30.4.77, 19-20.


“Right reformer, wrong reform”, *Economist*, 22.1.77, 14-5.

“Scotland the SLP”, *Student* (Edinburgh), 21.10.76, 9.

“Scotland points the way, but where to?”, *Economist*, 7.5.77, 19-20.

“Scotland's big money earners”, *GH*, 1-2.2.77.


“Three years later?”, *Economist*, 3.4.76, 27-8.


Allan, M. S., “Strathclyde: regional or town planning?”, *Surveyor*, 30.7.76, 11.


“A gleam of anger in the silent”, *S*, 3.11.76, 11, and letters 3.11.76.

“A plain man's guide to the Tory devolution game”, *S*, 13.5.76, 13.

“Assembly's powers spelled out”, *S*, 4.8.76, 9.

“Black House”, *S*, 10.8.76, 6; and see letters 13, 18 and 25.6.76.

“Claques should stay silent!”, *S*, 17.6.76, 15.


“Exit the ‘entrists’”, *S*, 3.11.76, 11, and letters 3.11.76.

“Fortunes of political parties have become obscure”, *Scottish Socialists* 1 (1976), 5-6.

“Government shelves devolution hopes”, *S*, 8.4.77, 11.

“How sleep the brave?”, *New Statesman*, 15.4.77, 484-5.

“How the nation is preparing the speak up”, *S*, 26.6.76, 13.


“Now Tories turn to new solutions”, *S*, 17.12.76, 15.

“Planning for electoral gold”, *S*, 27.4.77, 13.

“Political future in the melting pot”, *Scottish: State of the Nation*, 18.1.77, 1.

“Tax lessons from Bonn”, *S*, 5.5.76, 10.

“The Assembly: a safe engine waiting to be fired”, *S*, 4.5.77, 15.

“The Bill is dead: long live the Bill?”, *S*, 11.3.77, 11.

“The enemy within”, *S*, 20.7.76, 9.


“The salad days are over for the SNP”, *S*, 27.5.76, 11.

“Tory chief can make or break Assembly debate”, *S*, 12.5.77, 9.

“Separate development may help win over the ‘anti’”, *S*, 5.5.77, 17.

“SNP pick and choose in secret”, *S*, 4.2.77, 13.

“SNP seek outlet for their energy”, *S*, 26.5.77, 14.

“Shetland on its guard”, *S*, 21.1.77, 11.

“Some people have some explaining to do”, *S*, 24.2.77, 13.

“Stands the county where it did?”, *S*, 8.10.76, 13.

“Vanguard leader plays the Scottish card”, *S*, 8.8.76, 11.


Bain, A. D., “Wrong approach to the SDA”, *S*, 15.11.76, 8.

Bain, D., “Clearing a path through the options”, *Q* 17 (1976), 5; see also letter by J. Gilmour, *Q* 18 (1976), 6.

“Mandate and majorities”, *Q* 13 (1976), 2.

“SNP go for the AV system of elections”, *SI* 70 (1977), 10.


Banerj, R., “Forestry could be key to economic salvation”, *S*, 11.5.77, 16.

“Islay run faces the axe again”, *S*, 3.8.76, 9.

“SDA chief relieves the challenges”, *Scottish Half Yearly Review*, 28.7.76, 5.


Bateman, D., “After the euphoria ... the battle begins”, *GH*, 16.11.76, 7.

“First into action: the Scots villages who want to keep in touch”, *GH*, 28.5.76, 7.

Beith, A., “Why conservatives oppose devolution”, *GH*, 7.5.76, 6


“Devolution hot seats”, *S*, 3.2.77, 13.

“Dream cottages turn into a nightmare for Mull”, *S*, 14.7.76, 11.

“Ferguslie Park: the making of a ghetto”, *WS*, 2.4.77, 1.


“Scotts housing policy goes into reverse”, *S*, 20.4.77, 11.

“Scottish housing”, *S*, 14, 15 and 17.5.76.

“SNP housing policy”, *Q* 10 (1976), 14-5 (letter).

“Setting targets”, *S*, 10.8.76, 7.

“Tied but insecure”, *S*, 23.7.76, 11.
587 Bell, C. and Mullinger, C., "In them thar hills", S, 13-16.5.77.
588 Bell, R. E., "Time to turn from a tradition that is past . . . to future that might be", TESS, 20.5.77, 1-2.
589 Birnie, P., "The unquiet limits of Britain", Q 10 (1976), 4-5.
590 Birrell, G., "Arise, Sir George, for a well-earned honour", Scot, DE, 25.11.76, 12.
592 Blaxter, K. R., "Can Scotland feed herself?", S, 4.5.76, 10 (and letters 7.7.76).
594 Blue, A., "The trams and the trams fight it out on the prom at Rothesay", WHF, 15.10.76, 4.
596 "No separation without a referendum", S, 23.7.76, 11.
597 "The Northern Whig is in", S, 21.5.76, 13.
598 "Union Jacks sharpen their axes", S, 13.1.77, 11.
599 "Westminster rules out SNP 'propaganda exercise'", S, 11.3.77, 11.
600 Bray, E., "Reforming the schools councils", TESS, 22.4.77, 4.
601 Brown, A., "How Willie and the Left axed a city's old guard", Record, 18.2.77, 16.
602 Bryant, R., "Housing and community action", Focus 48 (1976), 18-20.
603 Buchanan-Smith, A. (MP), "Charting the path to federalism", S, 11.5.77, 14.
604 "Devolution with teeth", S, 12.5.77, 14.
605 Buchanan, N. (MP), "Second Assembly question needed", GH, 11.2.77, 6.
606 "Thank heaven for anger!", GH, 11.3.77, 6.
607 "The dangers of indecision", G, 10.2.77, 10.
608 "Why we must have a Scottish referendum", GH, 19.10.76, 7.
609 Buchanan, R., "Figuring out the subsidy saga!", S, 12.1.77, 10.
610 Budge, I., "SNP set to gain majority of votes!", S, 13.10.76, 11.
611 Burke, G., "Slow death!", GH, 2.8.77, 7.
612 "Young lion who roars no more!", GH, 19.1.77, 7.
613 Burn, J., "A plethora of bodies!", Q 29 (1976), 8.
616 Butler, S., "The SNP must become involved in trade union affairs at every level!", SI 69 (1976), 4.
618 "Scotland's new cohesion!", GH, 22.5.76.
619 Calder, J. R., "Mr Millan's dead reckoning!", TESS, 11.3.77, 22.
620 Campbell of Croy, Lord, "Britain must not be balkanised!", DT, 2.6.76, 14.
621 Campbell, C., "More Scots industry under outside control!", S, 14.4.77, 11.
622 Campbell, G., "The great debate!", Scot, DE, 16.11.76, 10.
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624 Charters, J., "Talk of devolution brings fears of future divisions in a northern outpost of England!", T, 12.7.76.
627 "Slimming session at Stirling!", Q 15 (1976), 12; letter Q 16 (1976), 6.
628 "The last chance!", Q 19 (1977), 5.
629 "Tories and federalism!", Q 21 (1977), 5.
630 Chisholm, W., "Borders Region feels the pinch more than most!", S, 7.5.76, 14.
631 'Cigaro', "GNomes at the bottom of the SNP garden!", Q 17 (1976), 8.
632 "Industry and manpower!", Q 10 (1976), 16-7.
633 Clark, I. R., "How the Council's management team operates!", SheT, 16.1.76, 8.
634 Clark, W., "After two weeks the SLP outcasts return to the fold!", GH, 15.11.76, 7.
635 "Devolution showdown!", GH, 27.7.76, 7.
636 "How we saved the SLP — by the 'hammer' of the Left!", GH, 2.11.76, 7.
637 "SNP and the secret formula for separation!", GH, 27.5.76, 7.
638 "SNP prepares for an all-out fight in District elections!", GH, 26.7.77, 5.
639 Clarke, M. G., "Lion rampant: Scottish politics and government!", Parliamentary Affairs, 29.3 (1976), 340-1 (review).
641 Clarke, R., "Public gallery!", Focus 45 (1975), 12-3.
642 "Real participation?!", Focus 43 (1975), 8-10.
643 Cole, J., "It's not just a party game any more!", Observer, 27.2.77, 10.
644 Coleman, T., "Bluidy Tam Dalzell !!", G, 25.2.77, 15.
646 "Scotland could free herself with a referendum!", SI 70 (1977), 2.
647 Cook, C., "Flotta's good fortune flows in!", G, 15.1.77, 11.
649 Cook, R. (MP), "A tartan print for Scotland!", New Statesman, 13.5.77, 632.
650 "Scotland before the flood!", G, 18.8.76, 8.
651 Cooper, D., "The amazing Dr Green!", WHF, 28.1.77, 2.
652 Cowan, T., "The reds and the blacks!", Q 29 (1977), 7 (review of item 168).
653 Crawford, D. (MP), "Beef on the hoof!", G, 7.2.77, 12.
654a "Bowler hatchet!", G, 11.4.77, 10.
654 "Economic home rule!", S, 22.12.76, 10.
655 "Highland slings!", G, 14.6.76, 12.
656 Crowther-Hunt, Lord, "Drawing the sting of the English backlash!", G, 11.5.76.
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657 “Little for the Englishmen”, G, 10.5.76, 10.
658 “The Government must seek a less dangerous road to devolution”, T, 7.5.76.
659 “Why the English are so misled over regional assemblies”, T, 21.12.76, 10.
660 “Will England come off third best on devolution day?", T, 22.12.76, 12.
663 Daily Record, “The sick joke”, Record, 3-4.2.77.
664 The United States of Scotland”, Record, 11.2.76, 4-5.
665 Ore., 5.2.76, 4 (see also p. 1, and letters, 12 and 19.2.76).
666 Evans, T., Review of item 237, Q 28 (1977), 7.
667 Fairlie, J., “There must surely still be a place for nationalists in the SNP”, Sl 65 (1976), 10.
668 Farquhar, C., “My own story”, Sunday Mail, 30.1 and 6.2.77.
670 “Mr Taylor faces formidable task”, T, 27.11.77, 3.
671 “New paint and plaster can't stop devolution being dull”, T, 22.2.77, 16.
672 Ferguson, A., “Can the Union survive”, Spectator, 27.11.76, 10-11.
673 “Can Tories fill the anti-devolution gap in Scotland?”, T, 12.5.76, 16.
674 “Beyond the guillotine: devolution”, Spectator, 26.2.77, 12-4.
675 “The devolution steam-roller rumbles on in Scotland”, T, 29.1.76, 16.
676 “The Tories at power”, Spectator, 7.5.77, 14.
677 “Would the Scots have a word for it?”, DT, 1.2.77, 14.
679 Daily Record, “The sick joke”, Record, 22.2.77, 16.
680 “The United States of Scotland”, Record, 11.2.76, 4-5.
683 Daily Record, “The sick joke”, Record, 3-4.2.77.
684 The United States of Scotland”, Record, 11.2.76, 4-5.
685 Ore., 5.2.76, 4 (see also p. 1, and letters, 12 and 19.2.76).
686 Evans, T., Review of item 237, Q 28 (1977), 7.
687 Fairlie, J., “There must surely still be a place for nationalists in the SNP”, Sl 65 (1976), 10.
688 Farquhar, C., “My own story”, Sunday Mail, 30.1 and 6.2.77.
690 “Mr Taylor faces formidable task”, T, 27.11.77, 3.
691 “New paint and plaster can't stop devolution being dull”, T, 22.2.77, 16.
692 Ferguson, A., “Can the Union survive”, Spectator, 27.11.76, 10-11.
693 “Can Tories fill the anti-devolution gap in Scotland?”, T, 12.5.76, 16.
694 “Beyond the guillotine: devolution”, Spectator, 26.2.77, 12-4.
695 “The devolution steam-roller rumbles on in Scotland”, T, 29.1.76, 16.
696 “The Tories at power”, Spectator, 7.5.77, 14.
697 “Would the Scots have a word for it?”, DT, 1.2.77, 14.
699 Daily Record, “The sick joke”, Record, 22.2.77, 16.
700 “The United States of Scotland”, Record, 11.2.76, 4-5.
703 Daily Record, “The sick joke”, Record, 3-4.2.77.
704 The United States of Scotland”, Record, 11.2.76, 4-5.
705 Ore., 5.2.76, 4 (see also p. 1, and letters, 12 and 19.2.76).
706 Evans, T., Review of item 237, Q 28 (1977), 7.
707 Fairlie, J., “There must surely still be a place for nationalists in the SNP”, Sl 65 (1976), 10.
708 Farquhar, C., “My own story”, Sunday Mail, 30.1 and 6.2.77.
710 “Mr Taylor faces formidable task”, T, 27.11.77, 3.
711 “New paint and plaster can't stop devolution being dull”, T, 22.2.77, 16.
712 Ferguson, A., “Can the Union survive”, Spectator, 27.11.76, 10-11.
713 “Can Tories fill the anti-devolution gap in Scotland?”, T, 12.5.76, 16.
714 “Beyond the guillotine: devolution”, Spectator, 26.2.77, 12-4.
715 “The devolution steam-roller rumbles on in Scotland”, T, 29.1.76, 16.
716 “The Tories at power”, Spectator, 7.5.77, 14.
717 “Would the Scots have a word for it?”, DT, 1.2.77, 14.


Freeman, A., “For an Assembly with powers to implement socialist policies”, Scottish Socialist 2 (1976), 10-11.


Freeman, J. and Forbes, G., “Tartan Army: was it a one-man organisation?”, GH, 2.10.76, 7.


“Oil industry alone may not be country’s salvation”, Scotsman: State of the Nation, 18.1.77, 2.


“Are the skies now clearing over the tainted Shetland?”, Freeman, A., “For an Assembly with powers to implement socialist policies”, GH, 2.10.76, 7.

Graham, C., “A win”, Scot. 30.8.76, 786


“The only way Flotta could survive”, ibid., p. 5.


Gilmour, J., “Preferences in PR”, S, 8.11.77, 8.

Glasgow Herald, “Independence: the implications”, GH, 4-8.4.77.

“Scottish education: is it out of touch?”, GH, 20-22.9.76.

Glen, D., “Eyes to see: West Central Scotland”, Q 12 (1976), 4-5.


“Council at war”, G, 25.5.77, 15.

“Glasgow belongs to ... well, whom?”, G, 5.5.77, 13.


787 “Are the skies now clearing over the tainted city?”, Scot. DE, 28.7.76, 8.

788 “It’s the price of stupidity”, Scot. DE, 5.11.76, 10.

789 “Panic in the ranks of the ‘oncost army’”, Scot. DE, 10.5.76, 10.

790 “Regional monkey on the Assembly’s back”, Scot. DE, 10.7.76, 8.

791 “Time to doff the glove and don the gauntlet!”, Scot. DE, 3.8.76, 8.

792 Grant, N., Interview on Scotland’s educational possibilities, SI 72 (1977), 5.


796 “Are the skies now clearing over the tainted city?”, Scot. DE, 28.7.76, 8.

797 “It’s the price of stupidity”, Scot. DE, 5.11.76, 10.

798 “Regional monkey on the Assembly’s back”, Scot. DE, 10.7.76, 8.

799 “Time to doff the glove and don the gauntlet!”, Scot. DE, 3.8.76, 8.

800 “Returning power to the people”, S, 2.7.76, 10.

801 “The fallacies in SNP economics”, T, 1.1.76, 6.


804 “Part 5: the policies”, T, 1.1.76, 6.


806 “Part 7: the prospects”, T, 1.1.76, 6.

807 “Part 8: the implications”, T, 1.1.76, 6.

808 “Part 9: the conclusions”, T, 1.1.76, 6.

809 “The fallacies in SNP economics”, Ibid., 5.

810 “Why devolution is not a ‘once in a lifetime’ event”, Ibid., 5.

811 “The fallacies in SNP economics”, Ibid., 5.

812 “The fallacies in SNP economics”, Ibid., 5.

813 “The fallacies in SNP economics”, Ibid., 5.

814 “The fallacies in SNP economics”, Ibid., 5.

815 “The fallacies in SNP economics”, Ibid., 5.

816 “The fallacies in SNP economics”, Ibid., 5.
"How Labour aims to salvage hope from Black Tuesday", G, 14.3.77.

"Islands in a stream of changing fortune", G, 7.3.77, 6.

"Keep the home rule fire alight", G, 23.3.77, 12.

"Revolt of the regions", G, 31.1.77, 7.

"Scottish Labour wipes the blood from its nose", G, 24.2.77, 11.

"Scottish new towns take the Nat's road", G, 7.5.77, 11.


"Union Jocks", G, 3.2.77, 11.

"Where X marks the spot for independence", G, 30.5.77, 11.

"Why the Scots Nationalists fear the prospect of power", G, 2.3.77, 13.


"Unionists fortune", G, 7.3.77, 6.

855 Jenkins, P., "Another country", G, 18.3.77, 12.

"Gamble with time", G, 3.2.77, 10.

"Govan factor", G, 16.3.77, 10.

"Scottish reed for the road", G, 8.7.76, 12.


"United Kingdom", G, 24.2.77, 10.

"Wages of sin", G, 17.3.77, 10.

"Islands' fortune", G, 7.3.77, 6.

857 "Govan factor", G, 16.3.77, 10.

858 "Scottish reel for the road", G, 16.3.77, 10.

859 Jenkins, P., "Another country", G, 18.3.77, 12.

861 "Govan factor", G, 16.3.77, 10.


863 Johnston, R. (MP), "False compromise", S, 29.5.76.

864 Hill, B., "How oil brought the good life to Peterhead", GH, 29.4.77, 356-7.


870 Hill, B., "How oil brought the good life to Peterhead", GH, 29.4.77, 356-7.


895 "The sound of political battle brings out the song in a Scotsman", T, 7.7.76.
896 "Why Britain's newest town may end on the scrapheap" T, 10.5.76, 16.
898 Lindsay, S., "Eigg's new laid runs into trouble", GH, 3.6.76, 7.
899 "Shetlanders will fight devolution threat to their golden age", GH, 12.1.77, 7.
901 MacCalman, J., "Houses that prove Glasgow is still making mistakes", GH, 10.5.76, 7.
902 "On the dole: the man who did too much for Glasgow", GH, 21.5.76, 7.
903 "Rengade councillor who wants to shake up Glasgow", GH, 15.9.76, 7.
905 "The outsider who could step in", GH, 15.4.77, 7.
906 "Will Glasgow bleed for three wasted years?", GH, 20.5.77, 7.
912 Macdonald, J., "Early days in the struggle", SI 65 (1976), 11.
913 Macdonald, M., "Gaelic and the media", WHP, 3.9.76, 2.
918 McIntyre, E., "How much oil would really be Scotland's?", GH, 12.11.76, 6.
919 "Scotland has lion's share of Euro-loan", GH, 20.10.76, 6.
922 McKenzie, E., "Nationalists want 50 members appointed to Assembly", S, 5.15.12.76, 11.
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926 McKie, D., "How Labour are shaping up for the supreme sacrifice", G, 31.11.77, 11.
927 McKillop, J., "Cruel plight of the RSSPCC", GH, 21.4.77, 7.
928 "Gas — the toothless watchdog", GH, 23.6.77, 7.
929 "How sinister is the Ulster connection?", GH, 23.10.76, 7.
930 "The great rate debate", GH, 2.3.77, 7.
931 McKinlay, J., "Whatever happened to that new town dream ... ?", GH, 14.6.76, 7.
932 Mackintosh, J. P. (MP), "Distrust of devolution and of democracy", S, 25.2.77, 7.
933 "How not to govern Scotland: an educational example", S, 14.3.77, 6.
934 "Low road to Scotland", New Statesman, 15.10.76, 501-2.
935 "Making Scottish parliament more effective than the Commons", S, 10.5.76, 6.
936 "Making the maximum mess of devolution" S, 24.11.76, 6.
938 "The case against a referendums", S, 30.8.76, 6.
943 McPherson, A., Politics in the classroom", WS, 17.7.76, 1.
944 Macpherson, H., "Failure of a housing estate", Spectator, 8.1.77, 11.
945 McRae, H., "Devolution — more disaster", G, 14.11.76, 16.
946 McCooe, T., "The stud farm", Q 23 (1977), 4-5.
948 MacWhirter, R., Review of item 65 (1976), 9.
949 Main, A. N., "Exciting potential of a Higher Education Council", TESS, 4.2.77, 15.
950 Main, C. and Edmonds, D., "Oil: the myth of 'Mr Million"', Scottish Socialist 2 (1976), 8-9.
952 Martin, M., "Community councils: the natural forum for community experience?", Ibid., 6-8; also In Gear (Edinburgh), Feb. 1977, 2-4.
955 Main, C. and Edmonds, D., "Oil: the myth of 'Mr Million"', Scottish Socialist 2 (1976), 8-9.
957 Martin, M., "Community councils: the natural forum for community experience?", Ibid., 6-8; also In Gear (Edinburgh), Feb. 1977, 2-4.
958 Mars, G. R., "Isles Convener sums up the first two years", Orc., 4.5.77, 1.
959 "The local government scene in Orkney", Orc., 20.5.76, 4.
960 Mascerton, M. P. "Youth stays out in the cold", G, 4.6.76, 12.
963 "Can Scotland's myths be broken?", Q 16 (1976), 5.
964 "Politics and culture", Q 25 (1977), 4-5.
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961 “Scotland’s foreign policy”, Q 12 (1976), 5-7.
964 “Women in Scotland”, Q 29 (1977), 4-5.
966 “Electoral role”, S, 13.7.76, 8.
967 “When Assemblymen sit down with councillors”, S, 15.12.76, 10.
972 “Devolution: Unionists prepare a second front”, Scottish Worker 3,6 (1976), 1, 8.
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